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The Article is an interesting one as it addresses an important societal issue of exclusionism in society. However, the authors in most cases did not give credit to the original sources of some of their writeup.

I have commented some of my notable observations in the work.

The definition of Exclusionism will definitely need citation. So you will need to cite the source.

You also need to cite the assertion of Kant

This your assertion or assumption that 'ancient Greeks described other inferior European groups such as Scythians and Celts as barbarians' need backup citation from reliable source.

Your claim "As a result of these differences, the ancient Greeks even discouraged intermarriage" definitely need citation to backup this claim. Please do same in every other claim, assertions or assumptions.

You need to cite the keynote address.

Your claim that “The Igbos were majorly disenfranchised, in the same manner people in the southern region were disenfranchised.” You will need a citation from a reliable source to backup this claim.

I have attached the work with my comments in the complimentary upload.
Good luck